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to was kept secret for more than three and a half years. There never was the slightest intention ( 
a a ~~ ° 

either to court because that could have blown up not on this board but all the earlier official untruths 

about the assassination. I bought the transcripts when they were first available and we do get to them. 

The real reason the board kept those and the other depositions secret is because it was without 

question that it had, knowingly, fully informed about it, accepted their perjury, the serious felony that had 

been their practice from the very beginning, when they began desecrating the President and our history = 

by their simply incredible dishonesties in and about their autopsy and their report on and testimony about =A 

it. = 

We will see more than enough example of this. There will be no question about it. It is another 

national shame, another national outrage, another blind acceptance by the major media. 

We see in particular that the tabulation of the officially disclosed assassination information 

makes them all perjurers. 

And, tragically, not them alone. 

Whether or not what the Board did makes it guilty of subornation of perjury is a matter of 

judicial opinion that could be based on a great number of cases. To me, whether or not it is technically 

guilty of suborning what it knew was and would be perjury is a distinction without any meaning. This is 

because that is what the Board knowingly did, what it intended doing, and what made it guilty of 

violating the law by denying any access to those transcripts until nobody could do a thing about them. 

There is no doubt at all that if those depositions transcripts had been disclosed, should have been, in 

February, 1996. With or without the reporting of it by the major media there would have been a very loud 

outcry from coast to coast. 

They were not released until the very end of the Board's life, when the Board's report had been 

written and when there would have been no point in any complaint about what the Board had 

accomplished by its illegal act of keeping those transcripts secret. 
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The relatively few records that disclosed and vin ie investigation of the assassination, that 

held useful information were lost in the mass. Those disclosures related to the official investigations, not 

to new records relating to the crime itself. We come to a few and I have used some in earlier writings. 

While there is no predicting how the major media would have reacted, if it reacted at all to disclosed 

official improprieties, to Washington's interferences in matters that related to state crimes, the sheer 

volume of the pages in which a couple of these were disclosed make neaene to them a practical 

impossibility. . | 

An example of this is what came out in the deposition of one of the Navy autopsy prosectors, Dr. 

J. Thornton Boswell. He testified that the Department of Justice honcho on keeping control of what 

admitted in re-investigations, Carl Eardley, of the Departneats, s ea Division, which is not stated in 
ei Pe ‘iia ve tual 

what was disclosed, actually arranged for JFK antopsy prosectors to help the defense in the Clay Shaw 
ERs - “ Se ee ety ere et 

case, the Garrison n prosecution in New Orcas and, as soon as there v was word that Martin Luther King, 

Jr., was shot, Eardley tried to shoehorn Boswell into that atopy. This came forward toward the end of 
PRCT \oeempETET Le AR, PITY 

his deposition of mgr tha than two hundred and ewenty t three se PaaS It does not uelate to > any effort by the 
Fie pian Labret ethan wrap atten vt é aneewes tbeuaddea nen aig" 

Board to obtain withheld assassination records as we see in the seven acetone pages (pages. 208-214) 

* * » 

_ that followed. 2 = (— 

And, of course, there was no howl of indignation over interferences with the rights of the states war 
4 “ 4 

by the media or by the political figures who claim interest in and in protecting, the rights of the states. ¥\ a 

Not one was quoted with the outrage they usually profess over alleged violation of the rights of the states. 

All that is quoted below is from the Boswell deposition. Gunn asked Boswell not to mention a 

word about what he was asked and responded to or to say anything at all about this deposition, as was 

a 
Humes. But bearing on the Board's intent, to suppress until it could suppress no more, Humes' deposition 

of two hutiSeeERaine TOMY two Pazes 

in the interest of national "s "security." Under this spurious Clim ewes witield from the people in whose 

supposed interest all of this farce of an inquiry was staged, 
PAROS AMA He HO ONO Te Teer ee Fig 



Whitewash VI: ARRB Whitewash 

The relatively few records that disclosed and related to the investigation of the assassination, that 

held useful information were lost in the mass. Those disclosures related to the official investigations, not 

to new records relating to the crime itself. We come to a few and I have used some in earlier writings. 

While there is no predicting how the major media would have reacted, if it reacted at all to disclosed 

official improprieties, to Washington's interferences in matters that related to state crimes, the sheer 

volume of the pages in which a couple of these were disclosed make access to them a practical 

impossibility. 

An example of this is what came out in the deposition of - of the Navy autopsy prosectors, Dr. 

J. Thornton Boswell. He testified that the Department of Justice honcho on — control of what 

admitted in re-investigations, Carl Eardley, of the Department's Civil Division, which is not stated in 

what was disclosed, actually arranged for JFK autopsy prosectors to help the defense in the Clay Shaw 

case, the Garrison prosecution in New Orlean : i i 

4 —— premiere — o 

Jr., wa BUNA VE that autop Lhis c orwal ard the crn 

his deposition of more than t 
aeRO 

Board to obtain withheld 

that followed. 

And, of course, there was no how! of indignation over interferences with the rights of the states 

by the media or by the oitical figures who — interest in and in pietocting: the rights of the states. 

Not one was quoted with the outrage they usually profess over aiged violation of the rights of the states. 

All that is quoted below is from the Boswell deposition. Gunn asked Boswell not to mention ae, 

word about what he was asked and responded to or to say anything at all about this deposition, as was 

Humes. But bearing on the Board's intent, to suppress until it could =aapress no more, Humes' deposition 

of two hundred and forty-two pages was also classified. That is to say, it was required to be kept secret 

in the interest of national "security." Under this spurious claim it wis withheld from the people in whose 

supposed interest all of this farce of an inquiry was staged. , \ 
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In the Civil Division's offices, the reception room was in the middle, at the entrance. On the west 

side of the reception room was the office of the division's chief. On the the eastern side of that large 

reception room and on the outside wallof the building was Eardley's office. He shared it with a man 

named Jaffe. Ido not, after more than thirty years, remember the rest of Jaffe's name. 

In those days my friends in the Montgomery County, Maryland police department, then the 

wealthiest of the counties in Maryland and Virginia around Washington, told me repeatedly of the young 

sons of successful professional men getting turned off by what their fathers did because it was required 

of them or was the requirement of success in what they were doing. In those days many, of the 

disenchanted youngsters who turned to dope or to alcohol in the excess were the sons of these successful 

fathers when, as so many of those sons confessed to the police, they could not abide what their fathers 

were doing to hold their jobs or to be successful. 

The son of Eardley's office mate was turned off by what he heard at home of what Eardley was 

doing. 

What dismayed him is what he said Eardley did when that panel was going to conclude truthfully 

with what the evidence proved. In this young man's account Eardley rushed up to the Baltimore office of 

Dr. Russell Fisher, the Maryland chief medical examiner, one of the members of that panel. He leaned 

on Fisher to whip the rest of the board into line and to conclude as was expected of them, saying they 

confirmed the Warren Report. 

Fisher did keep the panel from concluding otherwise in its stated conclusions. But he could not 

keep them from including the proof that without any question at all, the Warren Report was not correct, 

I brought that panel report to light by printing it in facsimile in 1975, in Post Mortem (pages 

561-595). , 

Essential to the Warren Report's "conclusions" is it that the fatal shot the President received 

entered his head at the level of the bottom of the occiput and En the non-fatal shot which came to be 

known as "the magic bullet," shed no fragments at all in the President's body. But the fact is, and the 
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Justice panel members actually state these two disproofs of the Warren Report while saying that the 

Report was correct! 

Instead of stating that the X-rays proved the fatal shot entered low on the back of the head the 

panel stated the X-rays prove that "it can be seen in profile approximately 100 mm. above the external 

occipital protuberance" (Post Mortem, page 590, panel text, page 11) 

If Oswald fired the-fatal shot that impacted at the bottom of the occiput, with the subsequent 

history of that alleged shot, he could not have fired the bullet that hit the President four inches higher, at 

the top of his head. , 

So, the Warren Commission was wrong on this essential evidence. : 

In the last two chapters of the very first book on the Warren Commission and the assassination, 

my 1965 Whitewash, that early is included the official evidence and the and the official testimony that 

the "magic bullet" is an impossible invention. On that all the doctors questioned about it, including all 

the autopsy doctors, agreed. But nonetheless, because it was essential to the official preconception, that 

Oswald was the lone assassin, it became the official conclusion. 

All the doctors asked to testify to what they saw on their examination of the alleged re bullet 

stated that more metal was removed from the body of Texas Governor J ohn B. Connally than is missing 

from the bullet. (They were not asked to go into the additional metal feriaiininig in Connally's body, two 

relatively large fragments -- one in his chest, one in his thigh, and both visible in the X-rays, -- which 

were disclosed.) That metal which can be measured and its weight approximated (as I did in Post 

Mortem) is enough to disprove the Report, too. So, if there was any metal in the President's body, any a 

all, no matter how small, from that shot, the presence of that metal alone in the body disproves the 

Report. 

This panel, under extreme pressure "concluded" that the Report was correct when it knew it was 

not correct. The panel stated that under the heading "The Neck Region" that several small metal 

fragments are visible in this region! (Post Mortem, page 592, panel report page 12)! 
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Even Humes, Boswell and Finck said that but not when they looked at those X-rays during their 

autopsy on which the official account of the assassination is based. 

As part of the medical and legal hocus-pocus to which, on deposition Boswell testified, he 

acknowledged that those prosectors had also examined those X-rays in reaction to the pressure the 

government was feeling from public criticisms. We saw that Gunn said they had no copy of the letter 

that Boswell had been asked to wtite, but he did. Boswell's January 26, 1968 letter was, as is customary, 

not to Eardley but was referred to him. Boswell's letter was to the attorney general. Gunn had it because 

I printed it in facsimile in Post Mortem, on page 574. The text of the report of those three prosectors, 

also in facsimile, beings on the next page. It is a brief report, only four pages long. But it resorts to the 

trickiest language, the last sentence in particular. 

The brief concluding paragraph is of but six lines: 

NO OTHER WOUNDS 

The x-ray films established that there small metallic fragments in the head. 
However, careful examination at the autopsy, and the photographs and x-rays taken 
during the autopsy, revealed no evidence of a bullet or of a major portion of a bullet in 
the body of the President and revealed no evidence of any missile wounds other than 
those described above. 

The footnote I added to the bottom of that page, 478, points out that this was tricky language to 

which those tricky pathologists resorted to perpetuate their earlier lies that were lied to make the report 

seem to be possible: 

Note the careful game with words under "NO OTHER WOUNDS." Dr. Humes' sworn 
testimony in that the x-rays revealed no evidence or bullet fragments at any point in the 
President's body except the head. The official solution of the crime cannot stand unless 
that testimony is true, for the bullet officially alleged to have wounded the neck, 399, is 
already impossibly burdened by the requirement that it have produced all of Connally's 
wounds as well. Here the doctors say only that the x-rays reveal "no evidence of a bullet 
or of a major portion of a bullet in the body of the President" (as distinguished from the 
head). What this peculiar language must mean, and as the second panel later confirmed, 
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At the beginning of Chapter 13 I quoted Mrs. Betsy Neichter, a medical records expert, ert iewhich 

Gunn is not, as giving the court-recognized standard from which Gunn remained as far away as he could. 

This short quotation is from page 133 -- and again, Gunn had it: 

"The rule of thumb for all medical records is -- if it isn't written down it wasn't done" and "it is 

unacceptable to revise originals ... orto destroy themfor any reason." 

With Gunn having this in his possession, accomplished a lawyer as he is (he went to the Board 

from one of the country's most prestigious law firms, Covington, Burling), he asked not a single question 

that in any way relates to this recognized standard even when this was the center of the problem he 

pretended to be addressing, the destruction of autopsy records. 

One of the reasons he had to spend so much time on Post Mortem, without once mentioning it or 

what it stated -- and pr a i 

there was here was nothing at all wrong with the deli psy report and notes. 

Humes did that, according to his own | quoted testimony, as soon as he was told that Oswald had | been 
cle as Bn Sti wie at Acts} i aM cb ieee et 

hadled. gem 

Which is to say he destroyed the autopsy report he had written, which is strictly prohibited, as 

soon as he knew there would be no trial at which his autopsy report would be examined and cross 

examined -- would be made public in that trial, too, and subject to public examination — and criticism. 

Of course there is no hint of this in the Gunn whitewashing of the unprecedented scandal of the 

destruction of the original autopsy records when that autopsy was of a President and when the v2) 

assassination of any President, under our system, is a de facto coup d'etat whatever the intent of the 

assassin or assassins may have been. , 

In omitting this from the almost five hundred pages of these two depositions of Humes, the 

destroyer, and Boswell, his assistant who knew about it, Gunn besmirches his personal and his 

professional reputation and that of the Board as no enemy could. 
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been done by physicians in Dallas," thus destroying entirely the flimsy . 
excuse that they did not know a tracheotomy had been performed, as an 
FBI report we shall analyze also does; 

When the autopsy examination was performed -- but before 

‘Oswaia was suil alive, and it was believed the autopsy informanon 

would later be called upon in court proceedings;" 
Not until they could not probe the rear, non-fatal wound did the 

doctors order "complete X-rays of the entire body "! Levine's words are, 

"At this point", or "when the wound in the back of the neck was 

discovered and probed, by finger and by metal surgical probe, no bullet 
could be found." 

Although the President's body should have been examined along the possible 

path of the bullet, there is no reference to any sign of its path, merely to a bruise that 

could have been caused by the tracheotomy. They did not see a path, and bullets a 

make them. In fact, bullets cannot go through a body without making a detectable patft. 

The known "foreign substances" in the neck region at the time of the autopsy and at 

the Warren Commission was enough proof at the very beginning that the official solution’ 

Two later official inquiries established that the "foreign objects substances" were or inc 

fragments. Those inquiries are the report of the prosecutots, whieh Boswell signed, and the report at Ne 

"Justice Department panel, as we have seen. 

None of the Commission testimony indicates that before the body was at Bethesda the prosectors 

had already been told about the wounds. This is what Boswell told Levine. Nor is this in the Boswell 

deposition. Or Humes’. This Boswell admission refutes the official claim that the prosectors hit the 

corpse cold -- knew nothing at all about what had happened or that there had been a tracheotomy. 

Other contradictions are ignored but there are more in the foregoing and in what follows. One is 

Boswell's contradiction by Finck's testimony. Boswell said it was when they could not probe the wound 

that "complete" X-rays were taken that he order them. The fact is that those X-rays were not "complete." 

They extended to the knees only. 

The next day's telephone call to the Dallas doctors -- he also refers to but one 

when there had been two -- "confirmed", as Levine put it, "what was already a certainty 
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all? 

| The answer is in WHITEWASH (p.180): The Dallas doctors were tipped off. 

Whitewash VI: ARRB Whitewash 
ere? 

to the pathologists -- that there was a bullet wound in the President's neck at the point of 

the tracheotomy incision." 

Then why was the telephone call made to "learn" this, or the second one made at 

"Later that day, November 23, Dr. Humes and Dr. Boswell went over the rough 

draft and completed the protocol in its final form." If this is true, Dr. Humes perjured ye 

himself before the Commission (WHITEWASH 180, 163) in swearing that, "In the . 

privacy of my own home, early in the morning of November 24, I made a draft of this Ny 

report which J later revised and of which this [part of Exhibit 397] represents the y 

revision. That draft I personally burned in the fireplace of my recreation room" (2H373). 

This, to the Commission and the newspapers ever since, is normal -- burn the President's 

autopsy and suppress the notes and the pictures and the X-rays and the slides of 

microscopic examination and the organ examination. 

Yet of his interview with Boswell, Levine said that "before this", meaning earlier 

November 23 -- when Oswald was still alive and there was the absolute certainty that all 

the autopsy work and findings would be subject to rigorous cross-examination -- "Dr. 
Humes destroyed" the draft. 

Further complicating it is this representation of more drafts of the autopsy then 

Humes or Boswell acknowledged under oath: "Dr. Boswell said that all the original notes 

were preserved, as far as he knows, and were turned over to the National Archives." (Of 

this he can have no knowledge and it is untrue. No such notes are or have been there, 

nor are they printed where required in the Commission's record.) "He said the things that 

were burned were copies of the protocol as they were revised." 

Ww) Although from its own evidence the Commission knew it was not true, it insisted that Humes did 

not phone Dallas until someone the next day. The first proof that this was not true was in Whitewash 

(page 180). Dr. Kemp Clark, Parkland Hospital. chief of Neurosurgery, testified that Perry told him he 

had talked to Bethesda several times, "that, he knew what the autopsy findings had show," that he had 

been told by the Bethesda doctors what they wanted him, not to talk about, and Perry asked him to handle 

most of that day's scheduled press conference so he could avoid causing embarrassment. 

o 

This was known at the outset but the Report says otherwise. By the time of the Board there were 

quite a few additional confirmations. These ranged from the Manchester book, Death of a President, to 

the House assassins committee testimony of the autopsy radiologist, Dr. John Ebersole (VEVER AGAIN’, 

pages 472ff.). Ebersole, who was there and saw and heard it, testified that Humes phoned Perry from the 

autopsy room during the autopsy room during the autopsy, before he finished it! (The House assassins 

committee did not report this. They suppressed it until the 1992 Act forced its disclosure.) 
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from the Texas investigation under Carr. 
But the authorization is not with any of the federal autopsy papers or files in the 

Harold Weisber oe \\e ‘ ; 

Ww aay : 

al 
its destruction at some later date, with a copy having by some accident been in papers ik 

WA y ve i" 

XN EXAMINATION".* Whether or not it is even a copy of an original document is 
uncertain, for two of the three lines specifically calling for "signature" are typed in. ra These are the names of the Commanding Officer, Captain R. O. CANADA; and "au- 
thority to consent", where the word "wife" is typed in, and the name of Mrs. John F. 

Archives. Several years later I saw the original. 
b 2 This set of the autopsy report is the only one of the many I have seen that has a 4 copy of what, in the original or an original copy, should be in this file and, in photocopy, Wt 4 attached to every copy. It is of a generation so remote, so illegible -- so indistinct where vay) it is not illegible -- that I cannot make out the identification of the government form or be certain of some of the printing on it. 
va The heading is "AUTHORIZATION FOR POST-MORTEM 

Kennedy" (with the error "JOhn" in the typing), the address, "White House". The one 
signature appears to be that of Robert Kennedy. Ox Two other entries on this form dispel any basis for suppression of the autopsy or ; any parts thereof, such as the pictures and X-rays, and end forever the question of y), VE ownership of the documents of the autopsy, which never, legally, really existed, anyway. 

Above the "signatures", with generous blank space separating then from the printed words, is this agreement: "Authority is also granted for the preservation and study of all tissue which may be removed. This authority shall be limited only by the conditions expressly stated below." "Below" is blank paper, not "Conditions" or any other reservations. Thereby any conditions or reservations are waived. 
If there ever had been any doubt of whose property the autopsy and everything related to It is (and in my mind there never was), the last words of the first printed 

sentence end that. They refer to the form and any other papers, to be "attached to this 
form for permanent file". Permanent file! Exactly what I had reported to the 
government in protest against the illegal handling of the pictures and X-rays --and let us not forget what is more important -- the gutted files, those quintessential autopsy notes! 

The Navy's "permanent files"? On November 25, as I have already reported, Admiral Galloway sent the White House the last of the eight original copies of the 
autopsy and the other records of it not then already turned over. Legally, rightly, these should be a permanent Navy file. According to the available evidence, which must be dug out for the Commission suppressed it, there is no Navy file on the autopsy. 

How much concern the Commission had for the actual facts of the crime is reflected by the daté; 

it was four weeks before Rankin had the Secret Service sent hima copy, and then it was a poor copy 

when it should have had the original or an original copy. 

Then there is the utter irrationality of some of the hiding ~ and it was official hiding. That this 

poor and remote copy of the authorization for the autopsy was mis-filed as it was tells us much about the 

commission and the autopsy. 
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And that only after the Archives had insisted repeatedly that it had no copy of the autopsy 

authorization! 

There has been no contradiction of my statement that no copy of the autopsy authorization was 
( 

filed where it should have been filed. uot 

Despite later allegations, the authorization Robert Kennedy signed withheld nothing at all. ’ 

Moreover, and this relates directly to what interests us much, and to what Humes and Boswell testified la 

falsely, what was burned and what has since then suffered needless disappearances not corrected by this a 

Board, all the papers were to have been attached to that form "for permanent filing." \e yi 

The Humes who said he burned autopsy information had this form for his authority to perform Cele 

the autopsy. The Board, Gunn, the chief counsel in particular, knew it. He did no questioning about this K 

burning. He asked for no authority for any destruction and he did not do any real questioning about 

prohibition of it by law or regulation. . < pyle 

With regard to what is especially an issue the Board tried to gloss over, the alleged burning of the 

original autopsy notes, the receipt in what follows is a signed receipt for them first by the Secret Service J 

and then by Admiral Burkley and dated the day after Humes said he burned them. With nothing omitted Ae 

as we continue quoting from pages 102, which the Board had, along with the facsimile reproduction of it 

on page 527. 

Admiral Galloway also, separately, sent the "Authorization for post mortem 
examination signed by Attorney General and dated Nov. 22, 1963". This is the last of 11 
items in a receipt to Admiral George G. Burkley, executed November 26, 1963, by > 
Robert I. Bouck, head of the Secret Service "Protective Research service" at the White 7 
House.* 

Among the interesting, important and suppressed items in this receipt which will 
again attract our attention are: 

One letter -- Certificate of Death of John F. Kennedy -- State of 
Texas -- dated Nov. 22, 1963; 

One carbon copy of letter dated November 26 from 
Commanding Officer, U.S. Medical School, concerning law and 
regulations regarding confidential nature of the events; 
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One receipt dated Nov. 22, 1963, regarding a carton of 
photographic film, undeveloped except for X-rays, delivered to PRS for 

safekeeping; 

An original and six pink copies of Certificate of Death (Nov. 

Med.N); 

One copy of autopsy report and notes of the examining doctor 

which is described in letter-- of transmittal Nov. 25, 1963 by Dr. 
Gallaway (sic). 

That letter from the commanding office of the Navy's medical school described as "concerning 

law and regulations," which ultimately I got and reproduced in facsimile, elsewhere in Post Mortem, was 

actually a threat to all who had any knowledge of the autopsy: they would be subject to court martial is 

the uttered a word about it. 

Returning to the suppression of what is included in that receipt, nothing in the text omitted: 

In this case the suppression is much worse, for this PRS receipt was officially 

entered into evidence as Exhibit 397 (WHITEWASH 183). In offering the file of which 

it is part into evidence, Specter said (2H373), "May the record show that Exhibit No. 397 

is identical with the document which has been previously identified as Commission No. 
371 for our internal purposes." 

Exhibit 397 allegedly is printed (17H29-48) Part of it is. But only part. Not one 
of the items listed above! Nor is this PRS receipt, which I got from File 371 and which 
in the upper right-hand corner has the identification of "Commission No. 371". 

Does the reader believe that in the investigation of the murder of his President 

such items of evidence as the certificate of death, a letter on the applicable law and 

regulations, what appears to be an additional Navy certificate of death (it is nowhere 
described, not mentioned in Humes, testimony), and the heart of the autopsy report, the 

"notes of the examining doctor", should be included in the evidence? His Commission to 

investigate this murder deemed otherwise and suppressed each and every one of these 

most elemental items of evidence that would have been required had the investigation 

been not that of a President but of an unwanted, friendless derelict. It then went further 

and suppressed the receipt that itemized them. (This is developed further in Part 3.) 

Once the decision was made to suppress, everything indicating what had been 
suppressed also had to be expunged. So the innocent receipt, too, was kept out of 
Exhibit 397. I have made repeated searches of duplicate Files 371 and none of this, 

except the receipt and the letter of transmittal, is in any of them. I asked that an official 

search be made by the Archives. Their search confirmed mine. The suppression is total. 

These items, the beginning point of any serious murder investigation, have been denied, 

even the archive, such is the archive to the murder of this President! (page 102). 
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The evidence that the essential files were gutted when that could have been done only by 

government people is clear. Without any question at all. All of what was gutted can be in question but 

not the fact of it. What did not exist in any of the files in which it should, have existed and, if the Board 

later got it disclosed in any form, the Board was so hush-hush about it that the media made no mention of 

it. Nor did Gunn, as we see, demand even a copy of the most important of it when he was told a copy 

could be had. * 

f 

The basic information of the autopsy should be in the notes, which all three prosectors made Y ‘\ 

separately and which Humes had when he left the autopsy room. Those notes are the most basi a 
. \ Y, 6 ‘ 

evidence of the crime. , N yep 

There is no doubt that the "notes of the examining doctor" existed after Bouck 4 
signed the receipt. Nor is there any doubt about the nature of these notes. They are the 

entire basis of the autopsy. It is not in those incomplete marginal notes Dr. Boswell 
kidded the "star" reporter of the Baltimore Sun into believing that Humes used in writing 
his report, but those notes, made for that purpose. Others have ignored what I im- 
mediately concluded was Humes' vital testimony (WHITEWASH 183): 

These are various notes in long-hand, or copies, rather, of vari- 

ous notes in long-hand made by myself, in part, during the performance 

of the examination of the late President, and in part after the examination 
when I was preparing to have a typewritten report made. 
The key words here are "during the performance of the examination" These are 

the missing autopsy notes. Those Humes made thereafter are in the file and the exhibit, 
because it served Commission purposes to print them. Thus, what Humes burned -- 

imagine burning anything historically and legally important in the investigation of the 

murder of a President! and imagine a Commission that, hearing of this, was silent! -- 

could not have been in his hand when he testified four months after the burning. This is 

no reference to the first draft of the autopsy, burned after Oswald was murdered, when 

there would be no cross-examination of the autopsy surgeons. These are the vital basis 

of the entire autopsy report that were In Humes' hand, did exist, at least in a Xeroxed 
copy, are required to have been printed in Exhibit 397 and are not, are required to be in 
File 371 and are not, that the government suppresses. 

This is the way the murder of John F. Kennedy was investigated -- by the ; 
suppression and destruction of the most fundamental evidence. And this by the 

government that succeeded his, by the government that came into power by his murder, 
the murder it allegedly was investigating! 

This is not an isolated suppression. Throughout this book there are numerous 
similar cases relating to other autopsy evidence. 
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It is the record of this Boar too. The Board with the responsibility of producing all with 

records. 

The board did know of this Texas "inquest" allegedly prior to the assassination but if it sought 

any related records I have not heard of it. AC 

If the board sought records relating to the Secret Service's different interpretations than the YS 

Commission's, I have not heard of it. 

If there was any Board search for records that validate what Hoover wrote the Commission or N N 

invalidate it, I have not heard of that, either. One of the tests in which Commission Counsel Melvin N k NN 

Eisenberg was interested was the neutron activation analysis testing of some of the supposedly basic N x. 

evidence. What I received in that lawsuit (CA 75-226) has one of the tests seeming to confirm that there ‘ + 

was no gunpowder residue on Oswald's cheek. This is what the paraffin testing by the Dallas police a f = 

show. That syouldmcan he bag pot fired a rifle. The FBI was careful not to include any interpretation or ee 

explanation of those tests, which it did in such se it di st even the commssintnwatonnsE gl 

deceived the Commission. I did report this in Post Mortem but if the Board had anything to say about it, A 

it, too, was said in deepest secrecy. es
at

e 
f
o
r
?
 

The bitterness expressed in Post Mortem applies to this Board, too, because it did not do its , - 

assigned job and it, too, deceived and mislead the people. =: 

Co 
As the Commission had files labeled with the President's initials, so also did it have files . ? 

] 
ciel ie 

identified with the initials of Texas Governor John B. Connally, "TB" 

Some of what the Commission and the federal agencies, which began with the assumption that & 
_ 

Oswald was the lone assassin. was omitted from the Report. If there was any questioning for any such x 

records and for the evidence behind them by this Board I have not heard of it: 

The Connally files are, simila of pieces of o tal 
repetitive reporting of federal police conclusions, that a separates shot hit it Connally. 7 Cy 
Because these are destructive of the Report, their suppression from that Report and the 
appended volumes is comprehensible. They contain FBI interviews with close witnesses ft
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The Board knew from the first that the autopsy notes were missing and from its record it decided 

right off to do nothing about that but make the pretense of searching for and reporting fully on them. It 

did neither. 

Gunn, the Board's questioner knew this in detail from Post Mortem. He asked me nothing about 

them, much as I reported of them, a bit more of which follows. He did ask for a copy of the study 

Howard Roffman made for me of the sources in the available information of what is stated in the autopsy 

protocol. Then, when invited up to retrieve them from the files in our basement to which I no longer 

have safe access, or to send someone to retrieve them for him, or to ask Roffman for his copy, for which I 

gave him Roffman's address and phone numbers, Gunn made none of these simple efforts to retrieve the 

details of Roffman's study. He had the summary in Post Mortem: almost three-quarters of the factual 

statements in the protocol have no source in any of the disclosed files of the Warren Commission. 

What I recall of what I had written of the notes, far from complete after more than two decades, 

begins in the following with what Finck testified when he was a defense or an anti-Garrison witness in 

the Clay Shaw trial. Finck, under the vigorous cross-examination of assistant district attorney Al Oser 

(son of a judge and later a judge himself), testified at first that what they were not permitted to do was 

dictated by an Army general. Finck then changed that to an admiral. What follows is part of a line at the 

bottom of page 236 and all of page 237 and the first line at the top of 238: 

Skilled and resourceful as he was in misrepresenting, evading and deceiving, in 
not answering questions, in arguing with everybody, in refusing to behave as a witness, 
requiring repeated, patient admonition by the judge, Finck, for all his gall and verbosity, 
also made other sensational disclosures, besides these. 

Those autopsy notes I had traced, the existence of which was repeatedly and in 
writing denied by the Archives, although my "chain of possession" was from the autopsy 
table to the Commission witness stand. They did exist made by all three surgeons, Finck 
included. He is the one who devised the meaningless means of measuring, flexible 
measurement, from the mastoid. He also did some of the measuring, and he made notes 
he turned in. In his presence and to his observations, the others also made handwritten 
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notes that seem to have found their way into the official memory hole for they no longer 
have official existence. Can there be a better way of assuring the integrity of the 
investigation, preserving the reputation of the military, then by the destruction of the 
evidence? Of course not! Therefore, it was destroyed. 

References to the making of measurements and taking of notes abound in Finck's 
testimony, [including pages 69-70, 76, 80-5, 92-6, 123, 129-31, 149-50, 159-60 of the | 
transcript of his New Orleans testimony]. - 

ieee Despite his evasiveness, Finck is specific enough on this point of his own note- 
taking: 

When I walked out of that autopsy room I didn't have notes with 
me, to the best of my recollection. I remember taking measurements and 

siving them [0 Dr. Humes and Dr. Boswell. (p.96) _ 
gi OAs ee = ey 

What immediately precedes this identifies these as written notes he personally 
made during the autopsy. They used small pieces of paper besides the autopsy 

descriptive sheet. Twice on this one page alone Finck admits that both the others also 
took notes: - 

: — LL 7 
"IL saw both Dr. Humes and Dr. Boswell taking notes at the time of the autopsy 

and "both of them made notes during the autopsy. 
Among the many impermissible, intolerable facts established beyond doubt by 

Finck's New Orleans testimony is that, although all the medical men knew that the 

alleged path of the allegedly nonfatal bullet through the President's body had to be 
traced, it was not done; all made written notes required to be preserved, and they no 
longer exist, what he participated in cannot and does not qualify as a full autopsy; top 
military brass immediately took over the autopsy, severely limiting what the surgeons 
could do and ordering them not to do what they had to do, what had to be done; the 
commanding officer of the Navy Medical Center ordered changes in the written autopsy 

after it was prepared, the most substantive changes; and the autopsy surgeons were 
threatened with retaliation if they opened their mouths. 

This much the reluctant Finck did admit. There was much more he did not. For 
example, all medical personnel present at the autopsy or who merely passed through the 
room while it was being conducted received the same threat, in writing. 

Aside from the grossest improprieties in taking over a medicolegal function 
required to be completely independent, especially when that is an inquest into how a 
President was assassinated, can this threatening, this ordering of what must be left out or 
altered, do other than feed conspiratorial belief about the involvement of the military in 
some kind of plot? 

Why should any general, any admiral, any officer of any rank, want to interfere * 
in any way wittt WERETEE aulonsy report would say about how the President was killed? / 
Why should anybody order that required examinations not be made and reported? 

Is there any reasonable non-conspiratorial explanation that can be made? 
Why should anyone in the whole world, assuming there had been no conspiracy 

of any kind, have wanted anything but the most complete, the most dependable, the most 
unfettered autopsy examination and report, made with total and complete independence? 
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to | probe the wound when they first placed the President's arms above his head and closed off the track of 

= 
that bullet. 

As Gunn knew, if not from any other source, from Post Mortem. 

If any effort was made to determine whether there were any records made of this or if any outside 

authority was consulted, it is not reflected in the depositions. 

It is not easy to avoid the wonder, based on the fact that the top brass did control the autopsy, as 

Finck swore to, if they had anything to do with the inadequate, incomplete, and unprofessional pretense 

of a probe of the path of that allegedly magic bullet. That was essential to the official preconception that 

Oswald was the lone assassin because it was essential to the pretense that only three shots were fired. It 

also precluded any evidence from inside the body on the direction in which that bullet allegedly went. 

With the essentiality of the official account of that bullet to the official account of that 
Eh. 

assassination, did not the Board have the responsibility of locating and making public all records relating 

to the propriety or the impropriety of the failure to track the path of that bullet, to let the people know, in 

meeting its obligation to force the disclosure of all assassination records, whether or not this was 

wrongful, even illegal, by means of disclosure of those records, which do exist and some were referred to 

in Gunn's deposition questioning? ™ 

Ten pages later I returned to my determined and long-lasting search for these and related records. 

I referred to my 

. . systematic written effort to gain access to all the "autopsy or medical papers of any 

kind or description." The file of subsequent correspondence is thicker by far than the an 

manuscript of a large book. 7 en fh 
And this is exclusive of court pay In one suit, Civil Action No. 25¢ he AW 

lower-court papers alone also are it. ae hen a long book... 
Even letters do make a kind of record for history, as some e officials came to 

realize. Court records can and do document, and in this case it is of government 

falsification of th st incredible kind. 

At first I believed the policy of the National Archives was to be helpful, 

genuinely helpful, and that what its staff could not piaiane just did not exist. It was a 

short honeymoon. Ye 
% 
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Aatleh atAS y Howard's factual listing is 15 single-spaced typewritten pages. To make this (* study and comparison, he isolated every single statement of fact in the typed autopsy 0" report. He then sought for each fact or even an approximation of it in each of the other ' A sources, the so-called notes. This leaning-over-backwards is an effort to be as fair as i Wy possible by including all that any carping critic might later complain should have been. by we However, it is obvious, with only these so-called notes as sources, unless some notes bad a been destroyed at some point, there could have been no other sources for the holograph than there were for its typed version and no other sources for the two much-later panels to draw upon. 
Howard's study shows a statement of a total of 88 facts. Of these, only 24 are in the "notes". Sixty-four statements of facts in the autopsy report are not in any of these "notes." 

Because this is the autopsy of a President, because the credibility of the official Report on his assassination, that of all the Commission and its staff, the Department of Justice, all those medico-legal eminences and, indeed, of the military, too, hangs on this alone, lot me express these shocking figures in two other ways. 
Of the "facts" stated in the autopsy report, almost three out of four have no existing source. The percentage is just under 73 -- 72.7 percent. 
Or, putting it the other way, of what is represented as fact in this autopsy report, only one in four exists in any existing written source! 
It can, of course, be argued that some of the doctors might have remembered, such as the color of the President's eyes and hair. This cannot be true in most cases, for of these unrecorded 64 facts, 59 include or are solely of physical characteristics. Most of these are of parts of the body and their condition. Often they relate to the bullet wounds. And of these, the startling number of 15 involve numbers and figures. These are essentials it just cannot be believed the doctors carried in their heads. Many of these are of measurements referring directly to the wounds -- their size, their distance from other parts of the body. 
This is complex data, often of minute measurements, and those had to have been the most emotional days in the lives of all the doctors. They simply could not have carried all this in their heads. 
And more incredible still, a third of this number is of cases where figures are used that conflict with the final autopsy report! These range from what Howard, more tolerant than I, regards as possible "minor misquoting" — I regard no error in this autopsy as tolerable -- to the size of the missing piece of scalp. The figure of the report, 13 cm, exists nowhere in any notes and actually appears to be in contradiction to what is recorded in them. 
This is but a brief summary of the great labor Howard undertook for me, countless hours of detailed work. 
No matter how generously one regards it, no matter how much apologists may prefer to discount, I do not believe that reasonable men conceive that three-quarters of the fact of anything as complicated as the autopsy performed on a human body, especially that of a President, can possibly have been reported except from written notes. They no longer exist. 
The destruction of such records of any murder, particularly the assassination of a President, and false Swearing about it; or them, are criminal. When the government that has to be the prosecutor and alone can make the charges is itself criminally responsible, neither charging nor prosecution is likely. However, I have repeatedly invited those I accuse to file charges against me and seek judicial determination of fact. None has or will. (pages 255-256). 
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With the autopsy notes not available, some of the content of the precast is the opposite of 

underlying information that is available. 

Some of the changes are to the exact opposite 

Sixty-four of the eighty-eight statements of fact in the protocol could not be traced or attributed 

to any official source! 

Almost three-fourths of the stated facts — actually 72.7 percent of them had no disclosed official 

source. ) 

The amount of disagreement between some of the official sources Howard did find and the 

autopsy protocol is really startling. Extraordinarily troubling. 

There should be none. 

Gunn read this. He asked for a copy of the underlying work, I invited him up or to send 

someone to retrieve it from our basement files because before Gunn was here it was not safe for me to 

use those stairs and I had and have not. When he was here he knew I did nor dare use them. So, if it is to 

wonder why the board did not get this work or go into it on its eae : 

(Howard went on to clerk for several years for a federal appeals court judge, then he was drafted 

by a major law firm and from there he went on to become general counsel for a major corporation and 

then to assumed greater responsibilities in it.) 

What would not be acceptable i the death of a wastrel, an unknown, was just fine when the 

President was assassinated -- and when his autopsy was eétformied by the military and entirely controlled 

by the military. ca 

It is not inappropriate to repeat that the President got an autopsy unworthy of a Bowery bum- and 

that from its depositions this did not trouble the board in any way at all. 
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There is no longer room for doubt about the intended dishonesty of the 

Commission's Report as well as of its record. The Report is internally inconsistent. It is 

in violent disagreement with the testimony upon which It is based. That testimony also 

contradicts itself, as it does its alleged documentary substantiation. And the most vital AY WR 
documentation, as I soon learned, was missing. (yr We 

This may seem strong talk to the reader, even at this point, so I refresh his mind na al 
on the glaring and irreconcilable conflicts that hit me immediately, as set fortha 

possible, bu 

! / 
says that all the doctors swore that its alleged single-bullet basis is af . 

act, all swore it was impossible — every single doctor questioned did. Ky 

Caged, ambitious Arlen Specter, about to make a new career for himself by abandoning 
Americans for Democratic Action and the Democrats to run (successfully) for Phila- S 7 ac 

delphia District Attorney as a Republican, after adducing this monolithic refutation of his <x y» 

contrived "solution", pulled a pair of quick switches; NU “a 

a) he asked each doctor to ignore the reality -- "not this bullet, any bullet" -- a ha 

and then asked no more than could one bullet wound two men; \ 
b) he substituted this hypothesis and the meaningless testimony about it for 7) Wa ; 

the reality and then had the Report quote all the doctors as agreeing to a 

his theory which all denied end refuted. 

The chief prosector, Doctor Humes, swore in identifying the papers constituting gw 
Exhibit 397 that it included two pages of his own notes, some made during the 

examination of the President's body in the autopsy room itself, and they are not in that 

exhibit, in its printed version or any of the numerous others, each, later, with some care ; ES 

and effort, recaptured from the official oblivion so Orwellian in character. Here Be 

_ (2H272-3) are the exact words: 

Mr. Specter. Now, Doctor Humes, I hand you a group of 

documents which have been marked as Commission Exhibit No. 397 and 

ask you if you can identify what they are? \ 

Commander Humes. Yes, sir; these are various notes in long- £2 
hand, or copies rather, of various notes in long-hand made by myself, in \ 

part, during the performance of the examination of the late President, Wx 0 
and in part after the examination when I was preparing to have a 
typewritten report made. yh 

* * * * * 

Mr. Specter. May the record show that the Exhibit No. 397 is 

the identical document which has been previously identified as 

Commission No. 371 for our internal purposes (page 247). 

The thickness of the files referred to reflect the extent of the effort to make public, as this Board 

was to have made it public, the assassination information relating to the autopsy and the medical 

evidence that yielded little but did establish the untruthfulness of what was said officially about what was 

known to have existed and was not produced, when the law required production of it. 
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Chapter 11 
From. Whitewash Through Post Mortem into the ARRB's Super- Whitewash 

As we have seen, Humes’ explanation for his destruction of any of the papers of the autopsy, 
TS ie owas 

which is entirely improper if not criminal, and his alleged reasons make no sense at all. He said he did 

not want any misuse of the President's blood but he was not able to control a greater volume of that blood 

than his autopsy report and his notes could have held. He also did not dare destroy the official Navy 

Autopsy Descriptive Sheet, which held some of Boswell's notes. Although they have disappeared, he did 

not testify to having destroyed the notes that Finck testified he gave Humes at the end of their 

examination of the body. Humes’ explanation collapses when it is recalled that he had no control over 

the casket, its lining or the shroud. All he had washed was the sheets in which the Dallas nurses wrapped 

the body in, with an extra protection on its head. 

There was the President's blood and more all over the limousine in which he was riding which 

Humes could do nothing about. 

It was all over the clothing and uniforms of the-others in the car and the four Dallas motorcycle 

policemen who were closest to him, two on each side of him when his head was exploded. 

An FBI account that was suppressed until the board forced its disclosure places the blood and 

other body matter even under the visors of the limousine and on its hood, neither reported earlier. 

While there is no way of knowing how much of the President's blood remained at the Dallas 

hospital, the sheets in which he was wrapped were clean when he was wrapped in them after he was 

washed. It is reasonable to assume that his blood was on the sheet and mattress of the gurney on whiche, 

he was rushed from the limousine to the emergency room, and it is probable that some of his 

Page 150 missing here. 

AS we saw, initially Humes attested to the destruction of his first draft of his autopsy protocol 

only. By the time he testified to the Commission and what he held in his hands, when he referred to his 

notes he referred to "copies" of them. About this, as about much else Arlen Specter had no questions. 
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Although Humes later started fudging on it, as we also saw in his Commission testimony, he ~ 

placed the time of his destruction at when he heard that Oswald had been killed. He and all others 

involved knew then that there would be no trial at which their records could be examined, at which they 

could be called on to testify and about which they would be questioned with the most determined vigor 

by defense counsel. 

It is impossible to believe that all those who did question Humes in all official proceedings were 

nincompoops, legal nullities who lacked the knowledge to ask him the very obvious questions he was not 

asked or who were dopes who really believed the pap he fed them. 

What is much more likely is that with Oswald dead and with no trial and no need to produce 

those records at a trial and no cross-examination by any determined and competent lawyer, the protocol 

~~ 

had its content changed. The stuff that Humes had in what he handed in would have led to his being 

pilloried on the witness stand. What he did and did not do would have been examined closely and the 

relevant rules, regulations and laws would have been read to him -- and to the jury. 

Humes would have been ruined if he had faced examination in a trial in which the autopsy 

protocol he ended up with, the version he handed in, was the basis for examination of him. Even the 
I 

changes made in the revision, are substantive. His revised handwritten copy published in Post Mortem 

(pages 509-523) with the substantive changes in fact he testified he was ordered to make, and in his own 

handwriting, would have been ruinous to him and to any presesttion™ 

What Humes had originally in his protocol and what was included in those missing notes had to 

have been what they could have been examined on in the trial that was expected at the time those notes 

were made and that first protocol was written. | >, 

But as any impartial examination of the actual evidence, aside from the medical evidence, leaves 

without any question at all -- what the evidence means and says rather than the official interpretation of 

it, of what was not ignored by the Commission — the actual medical evidence is not what Humes wound 

up with. He revised his protocol knowing it would not have to withstand close examination into one that 
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supported the official determination to state the crime was by a single assassin. This official 

determination, which also began to be formulated as soon as Oswald was dead and those officials knew 

there would be no trial. The formulation of it that Deputy Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach put on 

of the autopsy. 
That original version could not be permitted to exist or disaster could result. 

It is because this also was true of those notes that Humes originally made no mention of and then 

testified that he had burned them, too. He did have reason to burn them when he burned the protocol 

because neither could have supported that lone-assassin, no conspiracy fiction that was made up when it 

was known there would be no trial. The original was made when it was known it had to withstand close 

examination at the expected trial. 

(The official documentation of the official decision to pin it all on the killed Oswald and to have 

a Presidential Commission is re IN! It is fully documented, with 

even the handwritten draft prepared by Katzenbach when he had no typist available on a Sunday 

afternoon. That and the retyped version are from the Justice Department file 129-11 and the other copies 

are from the FBI headquarters main assassination file, 62-109060,) 

Secret Service records and the disclosed transcripts of the taping of Johnson's phone 

conversations, especially with J. Edgar Hoover, confirm this. 

So there can be no doubt about the official record on this and about what Gunn knew in his 

deposing of Humes, the original, the official copies of them, the copies that had been hidden and were > 

not used by the Warren Commission in its Report, are appropriate. I reprint the copies I published in 

Post Mortem. These copies are made from those originally suppressed, which the Commission did not 

have or use. Iadded and include the footnotes to them. Each page is reproduced exactly as it was 

printed in 1975, each page that Gunn had and did not really use in his questioning of Humes. (See figures 

1 and 2.) 
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Humes could not have been more unequivocal in his second certification. He "certified" that the 

“Autopsy notes and the holograph draft of the final report were handed to Commanding Officer" [sic]. 

And rather than saying he burned anything at all he certified that all the autopsy "working papers 

associated with" the autopsy "remained in my custody at all times." Again, Burkley "accepted and 

approved" this "certification." Humes' commanding officer acknowledged receipt of those "working 

papers." _ 

Gunn also had this and about this he also asked no real questions. Or, he accepted it, too, for the 

board. 

In another receipt that was in CD 371 and was to have been published in Exhibit 397 and was 

not, the head of the White House Secret Service acknowledged getting from Burkley the "notes of the 

examining doctor," Humes. He could not have had what Humes burned but he did get Humes' notes from 

Burkley. I could not find those notes in an intensive search in the Archives. It was not with this receipt 

in CD 371. 

This series of covering letters and receipts leave it without question that what was believed to be 

Humes' notes did exist after his conflagration. It is also apparent that all copies were hidden and have 
a ~ 

ar 

The line in the left margin opposite the item quoted was on the copy I found at the Archives. It 

attracted some official attention before I resurrected it. 

These once-suppressed original forwarding letters and receipt that were also suppressed serve as 

a background for what little Gunn asked about those notes and what Humes responded, if what he said 

can be considered a response in all cases. 

When Gunn asked Humes "about records that were created during the course of the autopsy 

through the time that the autopsy protocol was completed" and "did you yourself take any notes during 

the autopsy." Humes replied: 
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experience Navy medical people. To say nothing of massive Walter Reed Army hospital and the Armed 

Forces Institute of Pathology. 

If the receipt of the body was made public I did not see it and I do not recall seeing in all the time 

I spent in the Archives. 

There was not even any kind of record-keeping of "what kinds of tests or sections were made" 

(page 119). 

There was no "record-keeping . . . used to help identify which tests have been sent where and 

when they've been returned" (page 120). 

Theremnete additional admissions of what was.usually done at autopsies and was not done in the 

autopsy of the President (pages 121-124). 

Asked to "describe the process you went through in drafting the protocol, Humes launched into 

his fabrication about his alleged horror of any of the President's blood being commercialized (page 125- 

129). He ran on and on, for more than four pages of transcript in which he was never once interrupted as 

he rehashed his fabrication that, as we have seen, had no basis in fact of any kind. It was just made up in 

an effort to cover the highly improper, if not also illegal destruction of evidence, destruction of the basic 

evidence of the autopsy -- which was really the basic evidence in what is a do facto coup d'etat, or of the 

overthrow of the government, which any presidential assassination is, 

From one of Humes' long and self-righteous speeches about this obviously false explanation of 

his wrong-doing, with a little pretended indignation thrown in, Gunn finally got to those notes and their 

destruction. It was cream-puff questioning, especially when Humes said what is ridiculous, when he > 

testified contrary to what he had already testified and when he was clearly a peRure The pages quoted 

from are 128-42: 

And when I noticed that these bloodstains were on this document that I had 

prepared, I said nobody's going to ever get these documents. I'm not going to keep them, 

and nobody else is ever going to get them. 
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Chapter 12 
Boswell Contradicts Humes and Both Are Not Truthful 

Humes was not without versions, his words, often contradictory versions, and his claimed lapse 

of memory began long before there was this Board. But there was nothing too preposterous, nothing too 

outrageous, for Gunn, meaning also the Board, to tolerate — or welcome. By this time there was no 

consideration of reasonableness in what Humes made up on the spur of the moment, without regard to 

what he had testified to — sworn to -- earlier, Despite the gentleness with which Gunn questioned him, 

despite all that Gunn eliminated from it, despite the fact that it had to have been obvious to Humes, it was 

as he soon complained, getting to him. Whether that was from embarrassment or fear cannot be 

determined but it is apparent in both the questioning and Humes' responses: 

Q Dr. Humes, let me show you part of your testimony to the HSCA. 
Question by Mr. Cornwell -- I'll read this into the record. It's from page 330, and it is 
Exhibit 21 to this deposition. 

"Mr. Cornwell: And you finally began to write the autopsy report at what time?" 
"Dr. Humes: It was decided that three people couldn't write the report 

simultaneously, so I assumed the responsibility for writing the report, which I began 
about 11 o'clock in the evening of Saturday November 23 having wrestled with it for 
four or five, six hours in the afternoon, and worked on it until 3 or 4 o'clock in the 
morning of Sunday, the 24th." 

“Mr. Cornwell: Did you have any notes or records at that point as to the exact 
location of the —" 

"Dr. Humes: I had the draft notes which we had prepared in the autopsy room, 
which I copied." 

Now, again, the question would be Did you copy the notes so that you would 
have a version of the notes without the blood on them but still notes rather than a draft 
report? 

A Yes, precisely. Yes. And from that I made a first draft, and then I > destroyed the first draft and the notes. 
. Q So there were, then, two sorts of documents that were burned: one, the 

draft notes, and, two, a draft report? 
A Right. 
Q Is that correct? 
A That's right. So that the only thing remaining was the one that you have. 
Q Why did you burn the draft report as opposed to the draft notes? 
A I don't recall. I don't know. There was no reason -- see, we're splitting 

hairs here, and I'll tell you, it's getting to me a little bit, as you may be able to detect. The only thing I wanted to finish to hand over to whomever, in this case Admiral Burkley, was my completed version. So I burned everything else. Now, why I didn't burn the 
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thing that J wrote, I have no way of knowing. But whether it was a draft or whether it 

was the notes or what, I don't know. There was nothing left when I got finished with it, 
in any event, but the thing that you now have, period. 

Q Well, the concern, of course, is if there is a record related to the autopsy 
that is destroyed, we're interested in finding out what the exact circumstances — 

A I've told you what the circumstances were. I used it only as an aide- 

memoire to do what I was doing and then destroyed it. Is that hard to understand? 

Q When I first asked the question, you explained that the reason that you 

had destroyed it was that it had the blood of the President on it. 

A Right. 

Q The draft report, of course, would not have had the blood of — 

A Well, it may have had errors in spelling or I don't know what was the 

matter with it, or whether I even ever did that. I don't know. I can't recall. I absolutely 

can't recall, and I apologize for that. But that's the way the cookie crumbles. J didn't 
want anything to remain that some squirrel would grab on and make whatever use that 

they might. Now, whether you felt that was reasonable or not, I don't know. But it 

doesn't make any difference because that was my decision and mine alone. Nobody 

else's. 

Q Did you talk to anyone about your decision to -- 

A No, absolutely not. No. It was my own materials. Why -- I don't feel a 

need to talk to anybody about it. 

Q Did the original notes that you created have any information with respect 
to the estimated angle in which the bullet struck the President? 

A Nothing different than what's in the final version (pages 135-139). 

Cornwell also fed Humes lines, as did Gunn. This one, for example: "Did you copy the notes so 

that you would have a version (sic!) of the notes without the blood on them..." Humes grabbed at this: 

"Yes, precisely.” 

This is the opposite of what he had just testified. 

Only those bloodless notes also do not exist, and there is no hoked-up excuse for burning them! 

Besides which, Humes contradicted this several times, but it appears that contradiction and just plain lies 
> 

were the least of Gunn's concerns. In a number of Humes' accounts this copy that had reason to be - 

destroyed was also burned. Humes suggests this in what follows what is quoted above. 

The next line Gunn fell feeds Humes is "Why did you burn the draft report as opposed to the 

draft notes?" 

Humes actually testified, "I don't recall. I don't know. There was no reason -- see, we're splitting 

hairs here. 
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Gunn was satisfied. He did not even try to give Humes to understand that there was no hair- 

splitting in the assassination or in any part of the investigation of it, particularly not with the fundamental 

problems Humes himself created by doing what he knew he was not permitted to in an autopsy. 

When Gunn finally tells Humes what was obvious, stat The draft t report, 0 of course, would not 
pre FES 

have had the blood of --" when Humes interrupts him with still another of his preposterous explanations — 

that explain nothing at all: "Well, it may have had errors in spelling or I don't know what was the matter 

with it. Idont know. Ican'trecall..." 

He did not write a new autopsy protocol to correct spelling only after he knew there would be no 

trial, when he had had several hours or a day for doing that and did not do it in hose hours. Besides 

which, the typists generally correct spelling, if that is necessary, in the finished copy they prepared on 

their typewriters. 

The obvious reason Humes has no explanation is that he does not « dare > say that he rewrote m2 te 

made it into a bit of propaganda for tl the lone-assassin, no ) conspiracy "solution" that had already been 
litter tt aE reese 

protocol into an entirely different protocol after he ‘he knew he would not be examined on it at trial and ME y, 

made up at the highest levels of government. (As the beginning of | NEVER AGAIN! documents!.) — 

Humes again make a claim to the autopsy material being his personal property and again Gunn --' 

has no comment or question about that fabrication. 

His preposterous claims were without end, and they are usually brazen lies: 
“~

 

Q Did the original notes that you took identify the location of the posterior 
thorax entrance wound with respect to which of the vertebra of the President the wound 
was closest to? 3 

A No. The measurements were taken from bony landmarks. As I recall, 
one was a mastoid process, the bottom of the -- behind the ear, and the other was a 

midline of the vertebra column [false], not how many vertebrae down it was. So the up- 

and-down measurement would be the distance from the mastoid process down. [Gunn 
does not correct this falsification. ] 

Q When you recorded it a being from the right mastoid process, was it your 

understanding that the right mastoid process was a fixed body landmark? 
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his part, Gunn makes no mention of all the corroboration there is of what Burkley stated. There is no 

corroboration at all for what Humes made up, using only movable parts of the body to locate it. Humes 

again gets a bit upset because what Gunn could not avoid showing him, after I rescued it from oblivion 

and published it. He had no choice but to show it to Humes and at the least pretend to question him 

about it -- which he really did not do: 

THE WITNESS: He's sort of mixing his metaphors. He's mixing the wounds up 

in here, but I presume when he says the wound was shattering type, it's the wound of the 

skull. 

BY MR. GUNN: 
You're welcome to read as much as you would prefer. 

Whatever. 
It's just I have a question for you on the first sentence only. 

Okay. 
You see that Dr. Burkley identifies the posterior back at about the level 

of the third thoracic vertebra. Do you see that? = 

Yes. 

Was that correct? / 

I don't know. I didn't measure from which vertebra it was. It's 

sometimes hard to decide which vertebra, to tell you the truth, by palpation. Maybe you 

can do it accurately because the first and second -- did I say the third? Oh, he says third 

thoracic. I think that's much lower than it actually was. Think Sth lower than it 

actually -- you have seven cervical vertebrae. I don't know. I mean, he's got a right to 

say anything he wants, but I never saw it before, and I don't have an opinion about it. 

N
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Q Did you ever discuss which ra -- 

A I never discussed anything about it with George Burkley, period, or 

anybody else. 
I mean, with all due respect, you seem to have come to me from left 

field. You know, I just -- they're not things of which I'm aware. 
The measurements I made, as far as I'm concerned, were accurate. You 

could debate whether they were wise choices to be made or not, but they were — 
accurate (pages 141-2). E 

Gunn was not playing Perry Mason when he accepted this false representation of a wound in the E 

autopsy of a President and he was overly tolerant when for even the pretense of a real inquiry he says : 

nothing, when Humes accused him of coming "from left field." 

Instead, Gunn just dropped it, without a word of mention of all the considerable official : 

confirmation there is of what where Burkley placed the back wound when there was not and could not be : 
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That Humes took all the notes home with him is something Gunn ignored in questioning Humes. 

Nor did he make any effort to determine which account is true. 

Gunn finally asked a question about records: 

. Who during the course of the autopsy took any records or notes that you recall? 

nes and Bob Karnei $ our senior resident working 

with us that night, and myself did a nD ote-taking: en Jim took all our collected 
notes with him to write up the AINOESY Coane 108). ad 

After several pages of questions about other matters, Gunn returned to the note-taking. Boswell 

said, "basically, I was taking the notes, for the most part." Gunn said rather than asked about this, telling 

Boswell that all he was referring to was the notes he made on the Autopsy Descriptive Sheet chart that in 

the Board's record is Exhibit 1. Boswell's response was, "Right" (page 115). As we saw in the Roffman 

study, that is completely impossible. From all available official sources, not only that sheet, only a 

fraction more than a quarter of all the information in the protocol can be traced to any official source, 

including that chart. 

Gunn knew this very well when he put the question in the form of an answer and with that 

"Right," which Boswell had to know is a very big lie. Then Gunn changed the subject again. 

We skip many pages because they are not with the time it takes to read them and they add little 

to the board's self indictment and the autopsist's indictment of themselves already a matter of official 

record. They have been talking about the tissue sections that had come back from the laboratory. Thg 

exhibit Gunn refers to is the House assassins committee August 17, 1977 interview of Boswell (which 

nobody reading the transcript can even guess): 

. . Now, in the paragraph that I showed you a moment ago from page 8 of Exhibit No. 

26, it refers to this, the sections being available from around noon on the 23rd; is that 

correct? 

A Right. 
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Q So that would have been Saturday at approxima mately noon? a a | re ‘ 
Q Now, previously you mentioned | that it was your understanding that Dr. N 

Humes had a draft of t autopsy protocol that was ; available about 10 o'clock that Vi 
morning; is that right? ! 

es A 

Q And do you remember that the draft was available prior to the time that wy ! 
the sections had been returned fromtests? = 0 rena Yes \ yp 

If this is true, and Boswell does have a way of dating and timing it, then it took Humes a full day 

to begin to worry about his spelling, his only reason given for revising that autopsy protocol. 

After another large jump, Gunn asks Boswell about the board's Exhibit 14. That exhibit is the 

report of the autopsists on their examination of what the Board refers to as "the autopsy material." It was 

hardly that, but this is the little time devoted to it: 

Q Could you tell me who drafted the document that is Exhibit 14? oA ‘ 

being described as an entrance wound, and in January of 1967, two months later, it's 
being described as an exit wound. First, do you have any reason for thinking that my 
understanding is inaccurate? Is there a switch in how those two photographs are 
described? 

A Yes, I agree, and I have no explanation for that. I think they 
wrong, and I think the reason is that it's just such a terrible meeen (page 175) 

A This is Jim's language, I think. _ 
Q To me as a lay person, it appears as if in November of 1966, View 7 is er yr 

wa 
Thirty years after those autopsy pictures were examined and when he sees that the a 

interpretations of them disagree with each other, Boswell's explanation is that both official examinations ae 

were wrong. 

Still again, Gunn had no questions when Boswell says of the interpretations of that autopsy 

picture, one referring to it as a wound of entrance and the other as a wound of exit, that both are wrong. 

How can that be? Is there other than exit and entrance? 
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conclude its work on the medical aspect of the case. It's my best estimate that that would 
be completed probably within this calendar year. 

Is that agreeable to you? - 

A Yes, sure (page 8) 

When Gunn got to documents for the record he specialized in the kind of ambiguity which let 

Humes off the hook and added support to the false history already fabricated. The documents to which 

he refers are, abnormally, not included in the transcripts of the deposition that the board provided and for 

which I paid so what Gunn showed Humes, with Humes already established extraordinary definition of 

what is "notes," is not known. He could be referring to the revised, handwritten autopsy protocol. If he 

is not, Gunn was criminally negligent in not getting those "notes," if they were real notes, and making 

peated | 
A Yes, this is my longhand notes from which the previous document was 

put together. I did this by myself over the weekend after the assassination, and then on 
Sunday morning, we three met in the office of the commanding officer of the Naval 

Medical Center, Admiral Galloway, and made certain editorial changes that we mutually 

agreed were preferable. Somebody had to do the write-up, and since I was the senior 
person responsible, I did it. And we revised it by mutual consent (page 17). 

them public: 

a Experienced lawyer that Gunn was, he went out of his way no to identify that "previous 

document" by other than a number that means nothing to anyone reading this transcript because Gunn did 

not describe it or include it in the transcript. It could well, from the context, have been the retyped 

version of his handwritten revised protocol. And that, as Humes had testified earlier, was not merely > 

"revised by mutual consent" but was revised, as Humes testified to the Commission and as I published in 

Post Mortem, by order of Admiral Galloway just before he had it retyped Sunday afternoon, November 

24, 1963. 
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In that questioning Specter had been making up his impossible case for the impossible history of 

the so-called, but impossible, magic bullet, all "hypothesis" or "assumption" in his own words. Then this 

is what the transcript holds: ; Pantentite 

ees teprir be Fad (Le terns Beviead Leta he Woche idngt Eber Mr. SPECTER. Now, Doctor Humes, I hand you a group of documents which 
have been marked as Commission Exhibit No. 397 and ask you if you can identify what 
they are? 

Commander HUMES. Yes, sir; these are various notes in long-hand, or copies 
rather, of various notes in long-hand made by myself, in part, during the performance of 
the examination of the late President, and in part after the examination when I was 
preparing to have a typewritten report made. . 

Mr. SPECTER. Are there also included there some notes that you made while 
you talked to Doctor Perry on the telephone? ne Eas om 

Commander HUMES. Yes, Sir; there are. : 
Mr. SPECTER. Are there any notes which you made at any time which are not 

included in this group of notes? : 
Commander HUMES. Yes, sir; there are. 
Mr. SPECTER. And what do those consist of? ths 
Commander HUMES. In privacy of my own home, early in the morning of 

Sunday, November 24th, I made a draft of this report which I later revised. and of which 
this represents the revision. That draft I personally burned in the fireplace of my 
recreation room. ; “ong 

Mr. SPECTER. May the record show that the Exhibit No. 397 is the identical 
document which has been previously identified as Commission No. 371 for our internal: 
purposes. — 

Is the first sheet then in that group the notes you made when you talked to 
Doctor Perry? ; 

Commander HUMES. That is correct, sir. Die iol 
Mr. SPECTER. And do the next 15 sheets represent the rough draft which was 

later copied into the autopsy report which has been heretofore identified with an exhibit 
number? . rg? be eae 

Commander HUMES. That is correct, sir. Jods vay 
Mr. SPECTER. And what do the next two sheets represent? “4g, Hage 
Commander HUMES. The next two sheets are the notes actually made in the 

room in which the examination was taking place. I notice now that the handwriting in 2, 
some instances is not my own, and it is either that of Commander Boswell or Colonel 
Finck. ‘ ae 

Mr. SPECTER. And was that writing made at the same time that the autopsy 
report was undertaken; that is, did you review all of the markings on those papers and 
note them to be present when you completed the autopsy report? 

Commander HUMES. Yes, sir. From the time of the completion of this exami- 
nation until the submission of the written report following its preparation, all of the 
papers pertinent to this case were in my personal custody. cee 

Mr. SPECTER. Have you now described all of the documents which were 
present in that 397, Exhibit No. 397? 
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to Exhibit 307 as "a group of documents.” It appears in, Volume XVI¢ ‘on pages 29-48, 

en oe bed 

; ~Gommantics HUMES. ‘Yes, ai air; with thee exception of the Sertification to the fact 
that I, in fact, detailed [sic] them in any custody, and. a certification that Thad destroyed 
certain preliminary draft notes. : 

‘Mr. SPECTER. And these represent al the notes Nee those y you have sready” 
described which you destroyed? — 

Commander HUMES. That is correct, sir ir (pages 3723). 

© Me 

Specter, the experienced Prosecutor, would never have ve dared pull this kind of shysterism ina 

court of law with opposing counsel to a expose him. 

» 

Cénsiétent with his deliberate s deepin about Humes 5 desoying his notes is Specter S refering 

The fast page: is Humes notes of a phone conversation W: Perry in Dallas. That page consists 

of but three brief medical references and of Perry! s ‘home and office addresses and phone numbers. 

One of those brief medical notes 2 Specter made taises 6 the H most substantial doubt about the story 

not out of any evidence at all, the ballet was allegedly tumblin and that climinates en ae the. 

possibility that the exit wound was so smal because by the ti time it.traveled the. aie distance not much 

more than a foot to Governor Connally S back, it ‘made a ahole about an inch in his back. 

(ar the Hoard made any searches ‘in the files of the agen es ‘dealing with ballistics and fectitne for 

any relevant records, It r call no o mention if it. Fe 

Pages 30-44 are the handwritten revised goes protoco! 
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* 

The utter ignorance and fricothpeténce with which Comwell asked the the few questions he asked is 

revealed by the ambiguities he made part of the record’and the obvious follow-up questions he should 

have asked and didn't. As when Humes testified that he piedaied the autopsy protocol from those notes. 

But he prepared two autopsy protocols. One was prepared when Humes and others expected to be 

vigorously questioned at Oswald's trial and the other when be Kiet shete would be no 0 trial and no such 
_ sR a = = Re eee ing tice diane Seale 

questioning. With this the reality, no genuine investigation assumes that with those radically changed 

tee jie cee ? a ent: L - —_ circumstances both of those autopsy reports were identical. With them not t identical, the notes on which 

they were allegedly based also could not be jae 

What better reason could Humes have had for his buck-pasing. on this? 

Humes also testified that the only notes he destroyed were those that "were stained with the 
=e 

President's blood." This means that ra notes he said he copied, allegedly word for word, he did not 
rolida teal 1 ei Sie aie TS, 

destroy. 

notes that he also told 

That is a rather unusual way of making. all records of thea assassination 2 publi, Gunn sand his © 

Board's responsibility under the law that created that Board. . 

It was also a rather anuscal way in n which Gunn Bieéled Humes Vhen he  beew the deposition on , 

February 13, 1996. It was s unusual, too, that the board pd ie contents of the de osition secret until the, 

end of its life, two and a alt. years tata: It was, at the very leas, unusual ls ne board to make. an 

entirely fictitious late toa aw enforcement purpose to withhold the ents of that deposition from 

me when IJ sought it, promptly, under the Freedom of. Information Act. ual" hardly describes the 

t- 
praises Gunn heaped on Humes and the e other r prosectors as he began that deposition, page afer page of it 
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There is no longer room for doubt about the intended dishonesty of the 

Commission's Report as well as of its record. The Report is internally inconsistent. It is 

in violent disagreement with the testimony upon which It is based. That testimony also 

contradicts itself, as it does its alleged documentary substantiation. And the most vital 

documentation, as I soon learned, was missing. 

This may seem strong talk to the reader, even at this point, so I refresh his mind 

on the glaring and irreconcilable conflicts that hit me immediately, as set forth in 

considerable detail in "The Doctors and The Autopsy", the last chapter of Whitewash: 

The Report promises to pinpoint and describe the fatal head wound at various 

places but at no point does. 

The Report says that all the doctors swore that its alleged single-bullet basis is 

possible, but in fact, all swore it was impossible — every single doctor questioned did. ( 6 

Caged, ambitious Arlen Specter, about to make a new career for himself by abandoning 4 Up 

Americans for Democratic Action and the Democrats to run (successfully) for Phila- 

delphia District Attorney as a Republican, after adducing this monolithic refutation of his 

contrived "solution", pulled a pair of quick switches; (b 

a) he asked each doctor to ignore the reality -- “not this bullet, any bullet" -- | 

and then asked no a“, © could one bullet wound two men; | 

b) he substituted this hypothesis and the meaningless testimony about it for yu 

the reality and then had the Report quote all the doctors as agreeing to (t- 

his theory which all denied end refuted. 

The chief prosector, Doctor Humes, swore in identifying the papers constituting 

Exhibit 397 that it included t vo page s of his own n wn notes, some made during the 

examination of the Preside in the autopsy room itself, and they are not in that 

exhibit, in its printed amion or any of the numerous others, each, later, with some care 

and effort, recaptured from the official oblivion so Orwellian in character. Here 

(2H272-3) are the exact words: - A 2 , 
Mr. Specter. Now, ecto. nd you a group of 

documents which have been arked as Geynrnission Exhibit No. 397 and 

ask you if you can identify v hey are? 

Commande sir; these are various notes in long- 

hand, or copies rather, of enous notes in long-hand made by myself, in 

part, during the performance of the examination of the late President, 
and in part after the examination gen I was preparing to have a 

typewritten report made. 
* * BS * * 

Mr. Specter. May the record show that the Exhibit No. 397 is — : 

the identical document which kas been previously identified as ‘ 

Commission No. 371 for our iriternal purposes (page 247). 

The thickness of the files referred to reflect the extent of the effort to make public, as this Board 

was to have made it public, the assassination information relating to the autopsy and the medical 
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evidence that yielded little but did establish the untruthfulness of what was said officially about what was 

known to have existed and was not produced, when the law required production of it. 
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CHRON | 9 
Of what the Archivist told me the Archives did not havé, La the long course of diligent 

digging I found much, including some of the most basic of all evidence. The Board knew about this, too, 

and it even used some of what I found where it should not have been. But if the Board searched for 

records to explain this or that after the fact accounted for it, I have not heard a word about it. 

The excerpt from Post Mortem that follows is shorter than as it was published because it is 

enough to make the case that Humes was not truthful. That is not resolved by the Board, which should 

have been making some of this withheld data public: 

... To avoid the remote possibility that, in haste and passion, I might not make direct 

challenge to the autopsy doctors on their integrity, I begin with it. 

At the very beginning of their unheeded, undated and, I emphasize, unworthy 
report, used by the Attorney General as one uses the contemptible, are these statements: 

The autopsy began at approximately 8:00 P.M. on Friday, 

November 22, 1953, and was concluded approximately at 11:00 p.m. The 

autopsy report, written by Dr. Humes with the assistance of Dr. Boswell 

and Dr. Finck, was written on November 23 and the morning of 

November 24, and delivered by Dr. Humes to Admiral Burkley, the 

President's physician, on November 24 at about 6:30 P.M. 

It is a minor complaint that the examination, in a very real sense, began about 25 

inutes earlier, when the first of the pictures and X-rays were taken. They are part of 

the autopsy, suddenly a very real part to Boswell, Clark, Garrison and the court. 

In every respect other than time, this statement is in conflict with Humes' 

testimony (2H373). For example, his testimony on when he wrote the autopsy (and 

Boswell and Finck had no part of the writing): 
Commander Humes. In the privacy of my own home, early in 

the morning of Sunday, November 24, I made a draft of the report which 

I later revised and of which represents the revision. That draft 

personally burned in the fireplace of my recreation room. 

The Commission and all the government and press, then and since, have 

apparently seen nothing ghoulish, nothing at all wrong in the burning of a President's 

autopsy in a recreation room. Some "recreation"! 

The difficulty here is determining whether Humes is a simple liar in his services 

for Clark or a perjurer in his Commission testimony. Perhaps, as one could be certain 

with an honest government and a dedicated judicial system, we will know. That, 

however, is not as important as the deliberate deception and this part of the rewriting of 

history and recasting of the assassination. ; 

The difference in when Humes burned his evidence -- and his observations in the 

draft of the autopsy he burned was evidence, for he was the chief expert witness -- is 

material. It is highly significant. Note that he says the draft that he wrote November 24 

-- and he specifies it was a Sunday morning -- is what he burned. There exists a draft 

that was the revision. It is this he held in his hand. It is part of the Commission's 371 

file and of Exhibit 397. 
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So there can be no doubt of the materiality, I quote his answer to a question by 
Commissioner John J. McCloy on the next page. 

al was working in an office, and someone had a television on 
ad been shot, and that was 

The Com sted this false Ptement i is the one that accepted many 

others it also knew were false. It had to have been later then he said for Oswald was shot 

later. With Oswald dead, he knew there would be no cross-exam mination on the autopsy 

report. The changes he made are not not editorial, not with "low" becoming " ‘high", "left" 

changing to "right", "puncture" -- meaning entrance -- being eliminated, and many, many 

other such things. These changes might anywhere else be regarded as culpable, but with 

Arlen Specter, this ‘Commission, tl this Attorney General and Department of Justice, when 

a President is murdered, they are > normal, essential, natural as breathing. I emphasize he 

said he was still working on the autopsy after Oswald was shot, and after he know it. 

Unless he casts himself in the role of an errand boy and the Navy as employer of 

the world's fastest typists and those of rarer skill that will earn our attention in coming 

passages, all signatories of the Clark special autopsy report lied in saying that the 

autopsy was "delivered by Dr. Humes to Admiral Burkley, the President's physician, on 

November 24 at about 6:30 P.M." The alternative to calling him other than a liar in to 

make a more serious charge, for he certified the other version it is his November 24, 

1963, "Certificate", countersigned -d by his superior officer, Captain J. H. Stover: 

wor papers associated 

= port / ave remained in 
imes. Autopsy notes and the holograph draft 

of the final report were hande er, U.S. Naval 

Medical School, at 1700, 24 November 1963. No papers relating to this 

case remain in my possession. 
/s/ 

J.J. Humes 

Thus, it is clear that Humes gave the autopsy he had written to Captain Stover at 

5 p.m. the day he said he gave it to Burkley an hour and a half later. He also said he had 

not a scrap of paper in any way relating to the autopsy in his possession beginning at 5 

p.M. So, what had he to give the admiral at 6:30? What he was also saying, and this has 

to be read between the lines, is that he worked it over until well after morning, well after 

he knew of Oswald's murder until about dark the day he said he cleaned it all up in the 
morning (pages 144-145). 

The appended footnote does not, with that limited space, go into all the obvious questions that” 

the Board ignored with as much determination as the Commission ignored those same and obvious 

quesuons. 

What legal authority did Humes have to dispose of any autopsy records in any way, the burning 

making it more of an outrage? Any record of this? 
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In the first, from page 524 Humes certified that he burned his protocol and turned all other papers 

in. Admiral Burkley "accepted and approved" this. 

U.S, NAVAL MEDICAL SCHOOL 
NATIONAL NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER 

BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20014 in reply rofer to 

24 November 1963 

C-E-R-T-1-F-I-C-A-T-E 

I, Jamee J. Humes, certify that I have dantcoyen by 

burning certain preliminary draft notes relating to Naval. 

Medical School Autopsy Report A63-272 and have officlally 

transmitted all other papers related to this report to 

higher authority. 

J. Je HUMES 
CDR, MC, USN 

2 a - she. Becrp lid tude oitinerd Whe galt 
5 OY 

f) : 
a e t 

Tiana n A fs g 
weak A, Wd 
ek 
7 

= . wig ME Kin, Aen Wea sn 
Soe, y wag en fai. : 

UY Aeyattesseen, Ay Ue Drtesbe sos. 

This is the origi es' certificate that he burned a draft of the autopay report, It ds not pe pe printed by the Commission, 8, which does not include ivritten aeprovel of Dr, Burkley. Indeed, what can be said when the President's 
certifie ne accepts and aperoves the burning of evidence in the crime! 

See p. 261. : 
This certificate has led to the myth, propagated by Arlen Specter, that Humes burned his autopsy notes. “Lhe record is plain," Specter told U.S. News and world ?, Revort, 10/10/66, “that there had been a series of notes taken by Dr. Humes at the tine of the actual performance of the autopsy which had been destroyed.” Specter knew bezter, since he put this certificate (absent the Burkley endorsement) into evi dence and hed it confi - As the certificate on the next page makes Clear, the “autopsy notes” were preserved. What Humes burned he alternately described as "preliminury draft notes" (above) and “that draft" of the autopsy report later revised, (2373). : Having been assured by Humes thet the first draft of the autopsy report had been destroyed forever by burning, Specter asked not a single question, not even the simple, indispensable question: why? Un this the Commission's record is barren. Specter, however, would like the public to believe otherwise. He now claios Humes "explained his reasons (for burning) fully before the Commission"——in hig testimony.” 
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U.S. NAVAL MEDICAL SCHOOL 
NATIONAL NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER 

BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20014 tm coply roles to 

24 November 1963 

C-E-R-T-I-F-I-C-A-T-E 

I, James J, Humes, certify that all working papers 

associated with Naval Medical School Autopsy Report A63-272 

have remained in my personal custody at all times. Autopsy _ 

notes an raf rt were handed 

to Commanding Officer, U. S. Naval Medical School, at 1700,. 
renee eo Otc et 

24 November 1963. No papers relating to this. case remain in 

my possession. 
. od A 

Jo Jo HUMES 
CDR, MC, USN 

& 
Received above working papers this date. 

| Leah 
J. H. STOVER//OR. 
CAPT, MC, USN © .... ae 
Commanding Officer, U.S. Naval Medical Schoo 
National Naval Medical Ceater 

Creplyt Ariel cf} jrrnitd Whew Leta “ 

hoes T, CWaivk Le, 

ea Cotes Va e~S/ EM 

OP Aypateriuc Ar ths. Ore bie 
ee ee 

. This, an original copy, also bears the endorsement of Dr. Burkley absent from the copy pabs s the Commission. re Hunes es explic ¢ that he never burned any notes made 1-4 
- * "Autopsy notes and the hol the final report" were p 

° Stover m have received _ ell autopsy notes because Humes Specifies that "al rking papers” of the autopsy were. an $ ae ge until the transfer to Stover, after which “no papers relating to this ase rena am my possession.” With this transuittal, the mysterious s f the - ; autopsy notes — See ppe 145, 264. | ; = miss 
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Harold Weisberg 

Figure 3 

- MAT.ONAL NAVAS. a & ; 
ror QA. AS, MARPLAND: WOES? & AFH Th 

*. 

= toaneezton SESS 

ane * 3. 
ve = Petkse itanew Scd a 

in the ¢ Soumnteston*s publits shed. eaniiiericg « ghen 3 ster. 

CE 3597, into evidence). he stated ror’ the record, that 

marxed Cb $71 "for our internal purposess" 12H373). or: the 
not the same véculite: the yrinted exhibit onits hese to pages. S ¢ led: 

many purposes s Ange them making it dajoasible to tr ee the Chain: of possession of the 

vital ‘autorsy: notess 

lwny pages of motes made : Il three 5a! iplogists ducing the: autopsy’ were yre~ 

‘served and must have beet de. ape? (>) Drs ; 

mitted all pavers : hig possession. to, Adil ra Lowey on: Rovesber 2h and: here 

Galloway clains to traisniit all yavers: he hasy 43 nO 
everything He got Trem Galioway. to the secret. service OF deg) 

Burkley an: “barn gave 
ab ‘in 

Teoed pt oxequted that day’ reveals. pee there the ue Snas. Tr 

findings on Meee eaiil., aint. the focatio# OF the back ‘wound. “one. san only. ‘guess 

what the suppressed: hotés reveal. And ong cannot avoid asking why. the Unrasliastion 

charged with, evaluating all facts relating tothe assassinatioi ‘ob: 

publish the missing autopsy: notes, and suppressed the: gScbiuts document: 

of possession. See pe 50. 
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT — BO se BheSy 
WASHINGTON 25, DB. Gi 

Tag cee 
AT SEAMS 

Protective Research Sectien 
November 26, 1985 

ct is ac rehome tad cod this date, Nov. 26, 1963, of tio 
fing itess. from br. Gcorge Ge Burkley? 

one piece: of bronze colored watorisl inadvertently oroxed 
in transit from casket im which body was brought frea baking. 

Oza Lester - Curtificate of Death of John F, Kenkedcy - Sc2te 
ef Texas © dated Nove 22, 1953. 

Onc carboa copy of lottor dated Nevenber 26 fron Commencing. 
Orficer, U. S. Modical School, concerning low and reguiccions 
regarding confidential nature ef the OVERTS «. . 

ng receipt dated Nov. 22, 1963, for bed sheet, susyical 
grapes, and shroud used to cover tha body in gransit. 

One receipt dated Nov. 225 1963, regarding @ carton of 
snoronrapnic fila, undevaloped oxeest for X-ra ee “Golives ee 
30 PRS for spisxnapenge 

an original and six "pink copies of Cortificate’of Death 
(Nav. Heden) . , 

Unc receipt from FBI for a missile renovored during the 
cxsnination of the body. 

Gio Letter fron University of Texas South Nest Nodientl 
School including report from bi. Clark ond SUDASTY o£ their 
findings of treatment. and oxai ation of tha ProSiderit in 
the Datlas: Couaty Hospital. aid letter of transmistal stetes 
“hat threo carbon copics: have beca Eotaincd Gn thas BYaGs 

Ono “cony of au vopsy report and notes of tho exc eatng dector % 
which is described in lotter of trausmittal Nov. ZS, 2965. by 
Dr.’ Gallawcye 

Transmittal Lettor and.7 copies of the above iter (autepsy yeport} 

‘Authorization for post morte:  oxamination signes & by tho Act 

Coscval ane @& tod" NOVs 22, LeGSe 

Robert de Boge. 

The Camiusion failed to publish ‘this receipt even though i$ is suipposed to be ‘included 

as part of a published exhibit, CE 397. The reason. is obvious? “had it been published, 

questions would. imuediately ‘have arisen as to why none of the: items ineluded in- the 

list: are: a part of the Commission's evidence, That. tha Comaission did. not obtain. thease 

items, readily available to it, is proof that it did not seek the most basic evidence 

of ‘the. criiies The Navy death certificate alone is destructive of the entire official 

solution to that eriins, Sea pp. 102, 307-8:: 
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| Forensic Panelists 3 = EF opt 

& 

: Miucdical sapects of the Warren Commis. io Washington, would have beed ‘wise, be beteora two and six shots Sred." Mr. Wide & Same in for the grdatese shang seid, im view of the not uneosemon sus. Schwartz said. “The bow guase of the 
Gitkcisan, with other alleged defects in. panioa by Armericans of spiaiogs exch» comission is three shots, based upou tha 

lost documents, incomplesy ia. aively by “governmeneal officiay.” proposition . _. Noting that the sitsading physicians ut cartridges found at the Baok Depository. 
z Fernted out. Comunenting from the panel Parktand had we type thr Preskdent’s blood, ht claims tat ome shog tack omg 
Jit the wudience were members of the De feelin. it oa af i {@je nowfatad} sheosran B the Presi- 
eistademy, which inciudes bathologista, logical that touone close to dent's shoulder, through his nash, through 
pay chintriass, loucologists, coroner: law. af all tumes should have had this Informa. Governor Coamelly’y back, Ghent, wriaz 

J 
: i * ie in Beads ee ad iste the Lee Harvey. mortest tepoct on the state of Preationt duriag the mterrogetion of Oswakd, 

dpGewadd case, Mr Sects said. The reason Kennedy's adrenal giands—io disprove of roboratios for the pathology be 
p for the omimen, be sbi; smght be waced prove cartier claims that he had Addison's wdded. might have bea bus tech of idestificapon disctet—was unnccenary. The ansecn “pictures and x-rays given to the White 
wih “is very reason for existence —the would mot heve sived the President's Hfe Howie physician and Secret Service, many 
g and welfare of the sor aided the imvssugstion, Dr Wechr of thera were mover sem by 
 pablic 

the . 
“SS The clinicians, white performed we in “The Warren Comnpssdoe, a body of James W. Ouerburg, s Bloosiagsan, 
-attemping 10 save tho fife of Presideac surtianding attoroeys, appeared to follow ind. crimicalistics expert, calisd cha event 
‘Renedy af Parktand Memoria! Hospital that practice—comumon to 2 group of intel- the “rect: demanding homicide imvestign- 
fo Dulles, Tea. erred i not wpeading two testuala—of functioning 2a lay: peychia- tion over undertaken" nad said that there 

‘yimitudes, in @ curioty esamination of the : i i are “soune areas im which the bade re. 
tase of the body iter death, sad Dr. ; inte a search tacassary for ths objective evataa- 

H. Weeds of Pittsburgh. who was” te | Memvod gridcace has yet to be porlormned.* 

MEDICAL Met tine. 



hertcomings in the publizly am 
«7 nounced portens of the Warren 

_Cammuission report which dealt with 
foreasic sciences were described ty 

_ panelists ai a session of the 18th An- 
nual Meeting of the American Acad- 
emy of Forensic Sciences in Chicege. 

The panetista made clear that their 

review of the Warren Commission re- 
port om the assassination of President 

Johan F Kennedy was not intended to 
be overfy critical of its purp oo and 

good efforts They sought specific 2s- 

pects and unanswered questions where 

addition of imformagtion would have 

strengthened it. 

ukopsy incomplete: From Une 
Miewpurnt of @ forentiv patholagist 

Cyril H Wecbt, MD LLE who i¢ sti 

ciated with the Pittsburgh. Pa, cox 
oner’s office. said, “By standards 

found in most good medicolegal inves- 

tigative facihues, the sutepay report 

would not be deemed to be a complete 

‘one (Certain essentials are miseing, 

and many questianc Auve been raised 

and have gone unseswered, at least 

offically, because of the absence of 

such information in the official autop- 
sv report and on the subsequent testi- 

moay gsen before the Warren Com- 

IVGSNETGE 

Among the queshons which nught 

have been publicly revealed through 

the sutopsy findings Dr Weeht said. 

were ii) af Premdent Kennedy had 

Addison’: disease (an issue raised in 

the 1980 prestlential campaign) and 

Mot the first shot which struck the 

President inflicted a wound of such 

“fatabt, that he could nut heve sur. 
aye 

Lock of tatecwmetion fr Warhs 

Stressed howeser “in (has parte ular 

eese ali of ua are hancheapped hy not 

having been invedied in the autopsy 

ewitthh the oxception fow 

Armed Services pathelogists wha were 

called in to perform the autopsy) 
Curoeyuentiy we are imited in our 

evaluation to thuse portions uf the rec- 

ord that have been made public 

through official aources 

af these 

10 THE MA Mw @ MARCH 31, TS 

Warren Repo 
‘The only other medical facts thet 

we have are those that were relessed 

by the physiciang at Parkland Me 

mortal Hospltal ia Dallas, where Presi- 
dent Kennedy was taken and treated; 
before being pronounced dead off} 
cially, Thus. we must preface any re 

marks, particularly any that may seefs 

te he critical, with the caveat that we 

are not in pessession of all the facts. 

Also, we can appreciate the fact that 

the pathologists who performed the 

autopsy, being members of the Armed 

Services, may mot have heen permutted 

to publicly release all their findings.” 

‘Conepiracy’ Disproved: Psychizirist 

Mailer | Tuchler, MD. Phoenix, Ariz. 
pointed owt that the Warres Comumis- 

stom report “pat to rea mrational ap- 

prehension and zuxlety created by the 
agsassination of our President at a 
critheat time im the nation’s history.” 

The findings reported, Dr. Tuchler 
explained, “sre rulficienUy detailed 

to negate rumors of a conspiracy.” 
and they point to Lee Harvey Oswal 

as “a lone assassin.“ 
But in his study of the past histary 

of Oswald as developed ia the Warren 

report, Dr Tuchler said, he was “as 

tonished ta find that. of the 522 wit- 

nesses inferviewed and of the thou- 

sands of reports presented to the 
Commission, not one paychiatrist 

eudied any portion «i the data gath- 

ered throughout these otherwise in- 

tensive interviews for the purpoee of 

professional psychiatric opinios.” 

Dr Tuchler said that the Commis. 

tion, ‘a body of outstanding attorneys, 
appeared to follow that practice conl- 

mon to a group of iatellsctuala of 

funcboning as ‘tay’ psychiatrists.“ He 
etuphsaized tact he im tehetetar! fe 

cepi the evalustion of crfirtal and af 
significant witnesses interviewed hy 

legal or investigative personnel whose 

training, however extensive, does not 
quahfy them for the important task 

of evaluation of motivation.” 

Weeknesses Cited: Attorney Jay 
Schwartz, Kenoshs, Wis, was cribeal 

of a number of aspects in the handling 

of the case He said. “The government 
is week beceuse it cannot ustabhsh 4 

@ecent chain of evidence It is weak 
berause it spoke before it was ready 
% ia weak because st failed to main- 
tain original notes. {tis weak becaune 
all af the volumes of the report ste 

based um assumpUen which must be 
taken on faith rather than fact. The 
{Warren} Commission inherited al] of 

these weakueeses.” 

Schwartz made theae observations 
so wth meettionng chet the Parbisnd 

rt Shortcomings Outlin 

« 

wes ea tt oe ree ee 

Heapire! notes sve probably the only original 

notes st te omerones, Commander Huris.., 

Mews! Henpite? pathologist] buered fs 
Coptoln Prien, why wotoree 

‘teeap hie. ane (1GY) Agerts-y 

recerGang a Bch 9 Ueto. 

nape. ~ 

proccstten that thaca wore eee mpaet « 

found af tha Depowtery jouriding} tt chalens that 

* 

weheves Huet Corcuterly than the number ob dxaitit 

Commission comeonds he did Three soar 

men hed difficulty inv oo doing, end thors br 

credttle weubonon that Ovweld, who hed miaugih’ 

2 vet ot Genoss! Walker Gi rhet tectiomnay 4 6 

believed} couled compere wrth thee.” - 

et me beady end the bseueine hed romeitiad © 

wn Dales Jirareod of being totes to Washlogritny K 

DCL m accordance wit ve tare, Or Mosmnee, Tiley) 

FSI and the Secret Secvice need not beer tho tir 

spomsbdlity vey poet ~ 
acme core tame metic ti 

Rearranged for sase in 

reproducing. : 

ee ney


